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SPRING UPDATE

A MESSAGE
FROM OUR
PRESIDENT

by Edward Green, CNA President
I want to start this article with a big
thank you to all of the Board
members who gave their time and
helped make this past year so
successful. Every year, nine of our
neighbors decide our neighborhood
is worth volunteering their spare
time to. They help keep our
neighborhood the shining example of
what a neighborhood should be. We
all owe them a big thank you.
After four years on the Board, I have
decided it is time for me to start a
different chapter in my life. I turned
50 a few months ago which has
caused me to look at things
differently. For those of you that
have been lucky enough to reach 50,
you know what I am going through.
For those who have not reached 50
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yet, you will understand when it
happens. I want to thank all of the
people that I have had the privilege
of working with over the past four
years. I have had the honor of
working with people who are
dedicated to giving to others and
helping make Coronado a better
place to call home. These are people
who are selfless; people who put
others first. We are all so lucky to
have these people living next to us.
As I move into the next chapter of
my life, I want to thank all of the
friends that I have made over the
years. This neighborhood opened
their arms and welcomed me like no
other neighborhood has ever done
before. I am grateful for a
neighborhood in which my husband
and I can walk around holding hands;
a neighborhood that showed me it's

ok to be a little weird, a little
different; a neighborhood you can
truly be yourself and still find people
who will support you, no matter
what.
So as you see me walking around the
hood with one of my four dogs or
when I am driving around in my
bright yellow golf cart, please take a
moment to wave and say hi, I
promise I will do the same. Thank
you again for such great memories! I
look forward to many more years in
our 'hood.

CONTRIBUTORS

ARTICLES BY

OUR BOARD*
Edward Green, President
president@thecoronadoneighborhood.com

Rebecca Santiago, Vice President
vicepresident@thecoronadoneighborhood.com
Darin Toone

Tina Hawkins, Secretary
secretary@@thecoronadoneighborhood.com

Scott Brown, Treasurer
Jim McPherson

treasurer@thecoronadoneighborhood.com

Brandin Bear, Director
director.brandin@thecoronadoneighborhood.com

Darin Toone, Director
Brandin Bear

director.darin@thecoronadoneighborhood.com

Tom Kelly, Director
director.tom@thecoronadoneighborhood.com

Rebecca Santiago

Kayla Clark, Director
director.kayla@thecoronadoneighborhood.com
*This list reflects our board members at the time of
publication. June 2022 will be the start of our new Board
(elections were held on 5/5/22).
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MURALFEST

Oak Street Alley Mural
Fest
BY DARIN TOONE

Alright Coronado friends and neighbors, just
when you thought our little gem of a
neighborhood couldn’t possibly be more amazing,
hundreds of people converged in the Oak Street
Alley for the annual Oak Street Alley Mural Fest.
If you missed this alley takeover, or don’t frequent
Oak Street between 14th and 15th Street, it’s
highly suggested that you take a detour, bring
your cup of joe, and do a walkabout to check out
all the amazing murals. I promise it’s worth the
detour.
In alliance with Art Detour, many neighbors, Phil
Freedom and friends, Murals of Phoenix, and with
support from the Coronado Neighborhood
Association, the Oak Street Alley Mural Fest has
become a favorite annual event for Phoenix. The
Oak Street Alley Mural Fest had humble
beginnings back in 2015 when Phil Freedom
volunteered to do a community mural and get
friends and children to paint during Paint Phoenix
Mural Fest. With the help of local artists and
businesses, the first Oak Street Alley Takeover
took place. Today, the event is still supported by
the community, but also has the resources and
support of the CNA and Murals of Phoenix.
Murals of Phoenix was founded in 2014 through a
collaboration of artists, photographers, and art
enthusiasts. Their purpose is to share with the
community the beauty that surrounds us and to
tell each artist’s story in a positive and meaningful
way. Muralsofphoenix.com is a partnership
between Saguaro Galleria, Sam Gomez and
partner Julain Sodari.
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The event has been a success for a reason. The
unique opportunity to witness live mural painting
by some of the best muralists around is an
experience that is hard to describe. The talent
that showed up for this event was mind-blowing
to say the least. But as I walked out Oak Street
Alley on Saturday morning, March 19th, the sun
was shining, the temperature typical of a beautiful
Phoenix spring morning, Oak Street alley was
empty, just a few dog walkers were present. It
appeared to be a normal day. A few hours later
though, the scene had transformed into
something resembling a weekend evening on
Bourbon Street in New Orleans. Volunteers,
organized and under the direction of Phil
Freedom, were buzzing around finishing setting
up shade tents and helping anyone looking lost or
needing supplies; a stage magically appeared with
a live band pumping out cool vibes; the CNA booth
was swarming with neighbors buying new t-shirts;
and muralists were beginning their masterpieces
on the block walls lining Oak Street. People were
everywhere and the aromas of spray paint and
food trucks filled the air.
One of my first encounters of the day was with
Gallo, one of the founders of Murals of Phoenix.
Gallo has been involved with street art since he
was 15 and has deep roots in the graphic culture,
especially with his own Hispanic heritage. Gallo’s

MURALFEST
Continued

April is not new to art, as she has been a successful
artist for many years and has a passion for African
wildlife art. You may have seen her art displayed at
the Hive, where she has her own art studio and
gallery, Howland Studios Gallery.
An art fest would not be complete without activities
for the kids and the Oak Street Alley Mural Fest
delivered. One wall was dedicated to children
showing off their talents. It was fun watching their
creativity come out as they took a paintbrush and
went to work. Goblins, ghosts, and more were
featured on the Kid’s wall. Let’s hope that in a few
years we see a new batch of street art coming from
these children who got their start right here!

dedication and passion to street art was inspiring. He
summed up his involvement with Murals of Phoenix by
saying, “Everything I do artistically breathes my culture,
and I want to do this until the day I die”.
The beauty of this annual event is having the opportunity
to watch artists turn blank canvases into living, breathing
masterpieces. Throughout the day, I was able to
converse with several of the artists as they worked.
Danny Dyster (@dysterart) works as a pharmacy tech
during the day, but loves the opportunity to paint in his
off time. Danny started street art projects just over two
years ago. He was working on his Superman concept
while we chatted. His passion for art started from the
influence of a high school art teacher who also owned a
tattoo shop. Danny ending up learning learned the art of
tattoo from his teacher and became a tattoo artist for a
while before venturing into street art. Look for the
Superman mural in Oak Street Alley to see his work.
As I walked around admiring the artistic work unfolding
before my eyes, I came across one of our resident
neighborhood artists, April Howland, working on a
collaboration with Mark Mason. April was demonstrating
her artistic talent, working on her first-ever street mural.

Not only did the kids get to create art, but they also
had the rare opportunity of racing turtles, trying
their hand at Devil Sticks and Plate spinning. The
turtle races were exciting as children put their skills
to the test racing each other. Grownups also tried
their hand at this fun game. The competition was
fierce at times but overall, the day could not have
been a better mix of activities, fun, food, music, and
or course, art.
As the artists did their thing, the local bands provided
tunes that matched the event’s energetic and
neighborly vibe. In between live performances, DJs
were also present showing off their talents and
kicking out some great music. When the music
performers were off stage, there was an open mic
session which allowed the attendees to add their
talent to the mix, making the event that much more
entertaining.
Overall, the Oak Street Mural Fest was a huge
success. A big THANK YOU to the organizers, the
bands, DJs, volunteers, homeowners, food trucks,
cleanup crew, those who donated to the event, and
of course to the artists who contributed their time
and talents to make this event one that we hope will
continue every year in our little piece of Phoenix, the
Coronado Neighborhood.
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ADU

Exploring Gentle Density
through ADUs to Protect
Coronado’s Historic Character
BY JIM MCPHERSON OF DOWNTOWN VOICES
COALITION AND ARIZONA PRESERVATION
FOUNDATION

The Coronado Historic District is the subject of a
study for developing replicable strategies that
would allow Accessory Dwelling Units (“ADUs”) on
properties in historic areas without requiring
rezoning. Though Phoenix historic districts are
some of the “youngest” in the nation, many are
located in areas of urban growth. Like many historic
neighborhoods in Phoenix, Coronado has mostly
single-family dwellings and some with existing
ADUs, many of which were built prior to current
zoning laws. The City of Phoenix currently has no
mechanism for the addition of affordable ADUs as a
strategy for gentle density increases in historic
neighborhoods without entitlement changes
through rezoning. Put simply, building an ADU,
which includes a kitchen, requires rezoning from
single family to multifamily residential.
The Gentle Density Study is being conducted under
the auspices of the Downtown Voices Coalition
Homelessness & Affordability Subcommittee (the
“Subcommittee”) and with the financial support of
the National Trust for Historic Preservation and
Arizona
Preservation
Foundation.
Several
Coronado residents are volunteering their time and
expertise with the Subcommittee, including: Brad
Bridwell, Eddie Green, Melissa Forbes, Becky
Santiago and Marci Rosenberg.
What are Accessory Dwelling Units and what
benefits do they provide?
ADUs are known by many names: guest houses,
casitas, granny flats, guest cottages, carriage
houses, garages or basement flats.
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ADUs can be converted from an existing structure
such as a garage or attic, they can be attached to the
main residence (extension), or they can be a standalone detached ADU. As defined by the lending
institution, Fannie Mae, an ADU is an additional
[secondary] living area independent of the primary
dwelling. The ADU must provide for living, sleeping,
cooking, and bathroom facilities and be on the same
parcel as the primary one-unit dwelling. The ADU
must be subordinate in size to the primary
residential dwelling. All ADUs must meet local
zoning, historic preservation, and building code
requirements, including setbacks.
ADUs can facilitate aging in place by providing
housing for caregivers, housing for adult children
and other family members, and in addition, may
provide a supplementary source of income
(contributing to affordability and property
maintenance).
Community
benefits
include
preservation/stability of historic properties and
neighborhood fabric or character, use of existing
infrastructure and community services, and the
increased community interaction that occurs with
more people living in an area. Whether the ADUs
are attached or detached from the main home, they
present abundant opportunities for inclusion and
affordability, as well as adding to the population
base for neighborhood commerce.

Source: “Selling Guide: Fannie Mae Single Family,” October 6,
2021. Section B2-3-04, Special Property Eligibility
Considerations, December 16, 2020: Accessory Dwelling Units,
pages 270-71.

ADU

Continued

Why is this study needed?
In the 2020 Housing Phoenix Plan, the City of Phoenix
included language to amend the zoning ordinance to allow
for ADUs in targeted areas. One of the concerns is that
single-family zoning standards are being applied to historic
districts without research on the possible benefits or
impacts those standards could pose to historic districts.
Additionally, there are barriers (real or perceived) to
adding ADUs on existing properties, including, zoning and
permitting requirements, cost, parking availability, loss of
neighborhood stability and value, and inappropriate scale
of
ADUs.
Without
careful
consideration
and
implementation of appropriate guidelines for historic
properties and districts, allowing ADUs could open the
door to potentially devastating speculative development.
Gentle density guidance in the form of ADUs, however,
provides flexible housing options for residents, their
extended families and members of the community and
allows addition of ADUs which are smaller than the primary
unit on the property. If the policy is crafted correctly, gentle
density can be achieved and benefit historic neighborhoods
while addressing barriers and promoting affordability.
This private study provides an ideal opportunity to
research if there are specific ADU guidelines needed for
historic districts, and to outline potential strategies that
may provide guidance to the City of Phoenix and other
Arizona municipalities. The study intends to develop
strategies to designate historic or historic-eligible singlefamily residential properties as candidates for the addition
of ADUs.

Study Schedule
Community outreach will be one of the core
elements of the study. A Coronado Historic District
Accessory Dwelling Unit Survey is being developed
so residents will have the opportunity to be part of
the process by providing vital input, including
concerns and suggestions regarding their historic
district and ADUs. Research, inventory, community
and stakeholder outreach, feedback/discussion,
strategy formulation, mapping, illustrating, and
report development are anticipated to wrap up in the
summer of 2022.
Anticipated Outcomes
The outcomes of the study will include a Final Report
outlining design guidelines and strategies for adding
gentle density to historic or historic-eligible singlefamily neighborhoods in a manner and scale that is
appropriate to the historic district. Tools to preserve
or achieve affordability will be provided, as well as
recommendations for achieving code compliance.
The feasibility of developing pre-approved ADU
plans will be investigated.
Future Plans
The results of this effort are intended to be adjusted
and applied to the needs of individual communities
throughout Arizona. As cities increase density, the
needs of historic districts must be acknowledged and
protected. This report will guide local jurisdictions so
they can achieve gentle density in historic
preservation areas in a manner and scale appropriate
to individual properties.
For more information, contact Jim McPherson with
the Downtown Voices Coalition and Arizona
Preservation Foundation at
info@azpreservation.org or 602-687-7092.
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TMI

Meet me at TMI?
BY BRANDIN BEAR

If you have been around Coronado for a while then I’m
sure someone has texted you, “meet at TMI?” When I
first got this text, I was baffled. I just kept thinking
‘how am I going to meet you at too much information’?
Well, I finally figured it out TMI was short for The Main
Ingredient, and I quickly fell in love. From the food to
the great beer and drink selection, TMI has everything
you need to fill your cravings.
Ron, the charismatic owner recognizable by his button
cap and always smiling face told me, “It was one of my
favorite places when I was selling beer for Ska
Brewing. When I found out it was for sale, I took a
chance.” Judging by how busy TMI usually is, I think it’s
safe to say we are all glad he took that chance.
TMI is more than just a local restaurant for our
neighborhood. It has become the go-to meet up spot
for just about everyone. Ron said that he gets all types
of people coming through. From Kurt Warner to Luis
Gonzales, TMI has the perfect patio vibe to enjoy
spending some quality time with your friends and
loved ones.
Keeping TMI open hasn’t always been an easy journey
for Ron, but neighbors have always helped however
they can. Ron said, “The community here is amazing.
Everyone has been so supportive of us throughout
everything. When the pandemic hit, the neighborhood
rallied around us and supported us. I’ve loved working
with the neighborhood on some of our biggest events.
WayneFest and the Coronado Home Tour are a blast
and helping through sponsorship and getting people
from my previous life involved with my current life is
really fun.”
Ron’s dedication to TMI is clear. Shortly after Ron
took ownership of TMI he bought a house in
Coronado. And his dedication for TMI has turned into
dedication to the community too. His love for the
community is evident by his involvement in
neighborhood events. Ron has sponsored supplies
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for the CNA’s artist crawls, allows TMI to be a
destinationon scavenger hunts and beermile
events, and he even coordinated the lineup for
WayneFest in 2021. Coronado is lucky to have
him and TMI!
It is nearly impossible to walk into TMI without
recognizing a neighbor or somebody you know.
TMI has become the go-to place after every event
from the Elf Pack Party to the CNA’s postmonthly meeting RELAX beer. TMI will draw you
in and leave you happily satisfied. The name TMI
means more than just food. TMI has become one
of The Main Ingredients of our neighborhood.

GARDEN UPDATE

More Plants!
BY BECKY SANTIAGO

Exciting news in the world of community gardens! If you
are new to the neighborhood or just out of the loop,
Coronado has two community gardens available for
neighborhood use. One is operated by the Coronado
Neighborhood Association (CNA). The other is operated
by G Road, a nonprofit focused on youth development
specifically in our 85006 zip code.
Last year the CNA partnered with Emerson Elementary
to relocate the community garden and toolshed to the
south side of the school’s grounds (the gate entrance is
on Granada). Though the toolshed has been up and
running since January, the garden was only limitedly
accessible until the security fence was installed between
the community garden and the school. The fence would
allow the neighborhood to access the garden at all hours
without compromising the safety of the school grounds
and especially the safety of the students. While waiting
for the installation to be complete, the garden beds got a
fresh coat of paint and the drip irrigation system was
installed.
The next tasks include acquiring dirt, getting seeds
planted, and installing shade structures. And here’s the
existing news: YOU can help! The fence has been fully
installed so the garden is officially open to the
community! Information on how to get connected with
the garden group is to the right. We hope to see you at
one of our upcoming work days.
Now, more good news! Last year the CNA also donated
two garden beds to G Road, whose garden is located at
15th St & Willetta.

G Road’s garden is primarily used for their Gardening
and Sustainability program, which teaches young
people, ages 6-12, the importance of growing food
and reducing waste. In addition, participants are
growing fruits and vegetables that are included in
food boxes provided to community members in need.
Excitingly and deservingly, G Road was recently
awarded a nearly $20,000 grant by the HDR
Foundation to purchase a shipping container and
shade structure for an outdoor instruction and food
prep area at their garden site. The space will be used
to expand the garden program and be used as
additional space for their Health and Fitness
Program. Becky Santiago works as a Transportation
Planner for HDR and sponsored G Road's application
for the HDR Foundation grant, which focuses on
community-based projects. G Road's garden is
accessible to the community on Sunday mornings
between 7:00 AM and 9:00 AM.
If you’re interested in helping with the garden email:
vicepresident@thecoronadoneighborhood.com to
learn how to gain access and get added regular
communications about garden happenings.
Additionally, the toolshed is accessible to active CNA
members. Many items are free to rent but some have a
small rental fee. We will be launching a new
reservation website soon (stay tuned!), but for now,
tools can be reserved on our website at
https://thecoronadoneighborhood.com/toolshed/.
Pick up/drop off by reservation only - email
toolshed@thecoronadoneighborhood.com to
coordinate.
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RECYCLING

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
BY REBECCA SANTIAGO,

In honor of Earth Day, which took place on April 22, I
figured a little refresher, and maybe even some new
insights into how to dispose of waste, would be a good
way to pay respect to Mother Earth. Because let’s face
it, even though I studied sustainability, even I
sometimes need a refresher on what should and
shouldn’t go into the recycling bin. The truth is though,
not all papers and plastics are created equally, and it
may surprise you what isn’t recyclable. So here’s a
quick rundown on the some of the major recycling do’s
and don’ts:
DO breakdown boxes. For real, it’s actually important
you do this because the sorting machines are designed
for flat cardboard. Big boxes just mess stuff up.
DON’T bag you’re recycling! This is a big deal too. It
not only makes your recyclables pretty much garbage,
but garbage bags clog up the enormous sorting
equipment (which is paid for by your tax dollars…).
DO reduce junk mail – who wouldn’t want to do this?!
You can reduce the amount of junk mail and phone
books you receive by opting out of receiving these
materials. To find the opt-out links, visit
https://www.phoenix.gov/publicworks/residentialrecycling
Image below: Recycling machine full of plastic bags at
Phoenix North Gateway Center
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DON’T recycle the following:
Greasy pizza boxes – rip the lid off if it’s not
greasy, otherwise, it all goes in the trash. Why?
Because grease is too cumbersome to
separate from cardboard, making it useless as
a recyclable product.
Paper towels, napkins, tissues – try
composting these instead!
Plastic bags and other soft plastics (think chip
bags).
Electronics – these should be properly
disposed of at your local electronics store.
Why? The City’s sorting machines aren’t
capable of separating the metals and plastics –
electronic stores will spend the time
separating materials to extract valuable
metals.
Batteries and light bulbs – these can also be
disposed of at your local electronics or
hardware store. Batteries are obviously toxic,
but like electronics, light bulbs require a
special process to separate the recyclable
components.
Large scrap metal or car parts – these are too
big to be processed by the machines designed
to handle household products. Take this to a
local scrap yard instead!

RECYLCING CONT.
Continued

Soft Plastics Drop-Off sites – these accept not
only grocery bags, but bread bags, produce bags,
plastic wrap packaging, dry cleaning bags and
more. They do not accept frozen food bags, salad
mix bags, candy wrappers, chips bags, or six pack
rings. The nearest location is the Safeway at 7th
St and McDowell.

If you haven’t learned something yet, hold on to
your seats because I’m about to shock some of
you (I can feel it!). Here’s a little bit about some of
the awesome other waste programs offered by
the City of Phoenix.
Appliance Recycling: A resident can recycle their
appliances by either taking them to one of
Phoenix's two transfer stations or by scheduling
a pick-up for a fee. To schedule a pick-up or
receive more information about this service, the
resident may contact the Public Works'
Customer Care Center. The fee will appear on
the resident’s city services bill for the next billing
cycle.
Green Organics: You’ve seen these around the
neighborhood – the tan containers designated
specifically for handling yard waste such as grass
clippings, twigs, branches, and shrubs. This
program is NOT for composting food scraps,
however the City offers composters for $5. Food
scrap composting is not offered by the City but is
available through companies such as Recycled
City
(which
does
at
home
and
commercial/restaurant pick ups). The Coronado
Neighborhood Association community garden
also accepts food scrap compost (email
vicepresident@thecoronadoneighborhood.com
to get connected to the garden). The additional
monthly fee for the City’s Green Organics
program is $5 a month.

Deconstruction – I just redid my kitchen and boy
did I feel guilty about all the material that was in
good condition but which we took straight to the
dump. It was only right after doing so I learned
about
the
Deconstruction
Program.
Deconstruction is the systematic method of
dismantling building structures and features to
maximize their potential to be reused, resold,
and/or recycled. In a deconstruction project,
trained crews remove reusable building materials
and components to be reused for different
projects, while at the same time diverting these
materials from the landfill. To learn more or plan
to participate in the program, residents just need
to contact https://www.phoenix.gov/publicworks
Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) Collection
– If you don’t want to take those batteries to the
store, this is the program for you. This program
will pick up batteries, chemicals (pool, car, etc.),
cylinders (propane, fire extinguishers), holiday
lights, old paint cans and a whole bunch more.
Residents can schedule one HHW pick-up per
calendar year and all you have to do is schedule a
time, place all your items in a box labeled HHW,
and place it on the curb.
For more details on all these programs, visit
https://www.phoenix.gov/publicworks/resident
ial-recycling. And remember, recycling is only a
small fraction of what can be done to reduce our
individual impact. Consider and explore ways to
reduce the amount of recycling and waste you
produce in the first place. Easy strategies include
consolidating your Amazon orders, reusable
wipes for kitchen counters, at-home composting,
and avoiding individually packaged goods.
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WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

Ingredients for Greatness
BY BECKY SANTIAGO

What makes a place more than a place? What
makes a place great? Personal aesthetic
preferences aside, from my professional opinion as
an urban planner, and practical experience as a
resident, I’ve identified key “ingredients” that
combine in such a way to create a recipe for
greatness.
Now I’m no recipe blogger so I’ll save everyone
four pages of “backstory” on this recipe, but let me
say this: if Coronado were a meal, then it is a
beautifully crafted meal with a unique mix of
textures and spices. From an urban planning
perspective, there are clear characteristics that
physically support Coronado’s greatness. Let’s
think of this as the base of the meal – the real meat
and potatoes, only Coronado has three key
ingredients.
First, there’s the diverse housing stock which
inspired the “historically modern” Coronado
slogan. With modest bungalows, classic adobes,
sleek modernist homes, and a subtle mix of
duplexes and small apartment complexes,
Coronado has the housing styles and sizes to meet
just about everyone’s needs and appeal to
everyone’s aesthetics.

Second, the potatoes per se, are the resources
available in Coronado – I’m talking schools, Oval
Park, Coronado Park, restaurants, coffee shops,
bike shops, auto shops, hospitals, nonprofits,
and convenient stores. These resources allow us
to accomplish almost all of life’s daily and nondaily tasks within our little boundaries, should
we need or desire to do so.
Third, and not to be overlooked, we have great
infrastructure that allows us to get around by
walking, biking, mini horse, golf carting, and of
course, driving. All the murals around make for a
scenic cruise too.
These physical elements of Coronado give it the
creamy yet crunchy texture which contributes
to a perfect meal.
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INGREDIENTS FOR GREATNESS

The combination of those elements can be good on
their own, maybe even really good. But for a dish to
really blow your socks off, it’s guaranteed to be
dressed up with different spices and sauces. Spices
aren’t often visible by looking at the plate though.
It takes tasting the meal, living in the
neighborhood, to know what flavors are brewing.
And ooo boy, Coronado has got an AMAZING
flavor profile. The flavor builds – you notice all the
people walking their adorable pups first. That’s
nice, right? Everyone likes dogs! And if you don’t,
there is an abundance of cats around too. I’d say I
get an even amount of cat and dog turds littering
my yard so there’s a bit of a bitter taste too. But
then whoa, you get flavor blasted with experiences
like Porch Concerts, WayneFest, and Home Tour.
Your meal has practically turned into a gusher at
this point. It’s crazy awesome. And it doesn’t stop
because, on top of those defining neighborhood
events, there’s a subtle flavor that lingers. The
smaller stuff; the community garden, Halloween
bike ride, artist crawls, scavenger hunts, and Food
Truck Friday. These events and interactions speak
to the dynamic nature of a vested and loving
community and are some of the most precious
ingredients to making Coronado a truly great
place.
To top it all off, anything sprinkled with golf carts is
a win in my book. So I think I’ve made it pretty clear
if Coronado was a meal, it’d be meat and potatoes
with spicy sauce and sprinkles, and doesn’t that
sound….okay maybe I should have looked up a real
recipe to make this analogy a little more tasteful,
but I think y’all get the point.
Images: Coronado Park, CNA Community Garden,
WayneFest 2021, and Halloween Bike Ride 2021
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY FOR THE GREATER
CORONADO NEIGHBORHOOD

Animals and Pets
Ryan’s Pet Supplies
Apparel and Footwear
AZ Street Wear
Segovia’s Shoes & Fashion
La Moda Bridal Shop
K Fashion
Washhouse Laundry
Art Galleries
Frida’s Garden
Automotive
Bavarian Motors
Medina’s Automotive
Monte Vista Hand Car
Wash
Patron Tires
The Wheel Motorcycle
Shop

Beer, Wine & Beverages
Boom Boom Room
The Cash Nightclub &
Lounge
Furia Musical
Karamba Nightclub
Liquor Wheel 2
Lucky’s Liquor
Royale Lounge
Community Organizations
Boys & Girls Club of
Metropolitan Phoenix –
Warner A. Gabel Branch
Foundation for Senior
Living
Fresh Start Women’s
Foundation
Guru Nanak Dwara
G-Road
Hope Women’s Center
Numotion
Trellis

Bakeries and Cafes
La Bohemia Coffee Shop
Coffee Brewed Differently Dining and Restaurants
Coronado Café
America’s Taco Shop
Descent Coffee
Authentic Ethio African
Froth Coffee Roasters
Spices
Ollie Vaughn’s
Barrio Café
Rainbow Donuts
Casa Corazon
Urban Cookies
Dima’s Fusion
Window Coffee Bar
El Chullo
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Dining & Restaurants
(Continued)
Froth Coffee Roasters
La Cocina Economica
Filiberto’s
Guanaquito Restaurant
MacAlpine’s Diner &
Soda Fountain
The Main Ingredient
La Marquesa
El Ranchero
Realeza Michoacana
Rice Paper
San Carlos Bay Seafood
Tacos Huicho
Taco Mich
Tacos Tijuana Taqueria
The Coronado PHX
Tortas El Guero
Education
Emerson Elementary
School
Incito Schools
North High School
Summit High School
Tutor Time of Phoenix
Whittier Elementary
School

BUSINESS DIRECTORY FOR THE GREATER
CORONADO NEIGHBORHOOD

Fitness and Wellness
Shanti Yoga Phx
Tangible Wellness
Food/Beverage Service &
Retail
Carniceria Los Reyes
Desert Drinks & Exotics
Sunshine Market
Virginia Market
Health and Medicine
Abrazo Medical Group
Banner – University
Medical Center Phoenix
NextCare Urgent Care
Phoenix Children’s
Hospital

Professional Services
Eyeconic Prints
Frontino Pest Control
Techniprint
Recreation and Sports
Deportes America
Soccer Shop
The Velo

Have we missed a
business or neighborhood
resource?
Please contact the CNA at
vicepresident@thecoronad
oneighborhood.com

Shopping and Retail
Maggie’s Thrift
Mucho Mas Gallery &
Gifts
Smoke Plus
Smoke Shop
Wicker Goddess
The Hive on 16th

Home and Garden
Imperial Tile Imports
The Mansion Furniture
Personal Care
Angelica’s Barber Shop &
Beauty Salon
Guero’s Barbershop
Gypsy Rose Tattoo
Hair Pollution
The Proper Cut Barber
Shop
Relm Salon
Swoon Salon & Boutique
The Calvano Salon
Lionette Hair Clipper
Service
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STAY
CONNECTED

Email

info@thecoronadoneighborhood.com

Facebook

Facebook.com/
CoronadoNeighborhoodAssociation

Lora Barnhiser turns her twins Alder and
Oaks into a packed mummy deal

Instagram

@coronadophx

Interested in a CNA
Membership?
Your membership in supports programming in the
neighborhood. Membership in the Association is open to
all residents, businesses, and nonprofits in the Greater
Coronado Neighborhood.
Benefits of Membership:
Members get access to the community toolshed (link
above).
Members are eligible to run for positions on the
Coronado Neighborhood Association board.
Voting privileges at Association general & annual
meetings (you must be a member at least 28 days
prior to any vote in order to cast your vote)
Visit thecoronadoneighborhood.com/membership/ to
pay your membership fees. If you have trouble paying
dues online, please contact:
Treasurer@thecoronadoneighborhood.com.

Copyright
@2022 Coronado Neighborhood
Association. PO Box 5195 Phoenix, AZ
85020. The Coronado Neighborhood
Association, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.

OUR MISSION
CNA Is a group of residents and
businesses organized to preserve and
promote the unique character of
Coronado. The volunteer membership
works to build a united and informed
neighborhood, increase resident
safety, promote artistic and cultural
appreciation and hold events to bring
neighbors together. This creates a
deeper sense of community making
Coronado an attractive and desirable
place to live.

